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Reproductive efficiency is the number one driver of overall productivity, profitability, 
and efficiency on any dairy farm. By increasing the reproductive efficiency of the 
dairy, we guarantee and secure a few things: a herd of “fresher” cows and a steady 
stream of replacements for the future. We often discuss improving the peaks on 
lactation curves on the cows, but we do not talk often enough about improving 
where the whole herd “lies” on the curve. Days-in-milk (DIM) is one of the metrics 
we look at to see where a dairy lies on a lactation curve. The farther we can push 
that number to the left the more efficient the herd becomes.

When we lower the DIM of a herd, we increase the proportion of cows in the 
most productive, profitable, and efficient part of their lactation. Not only is milk 
production the highest, but feed efficiency as well (pounds of fat-corrected milk/
pound of dry matter intake). When we see increases in both milk production and 
feed efficiency, income over feed cost is optimized.

Focusing your efforts on improving the reproductive efficiency of your farm also enhances your cows’ natural lactation 
curves. Without supplemental BST in late lactation, the cow shifts her nutrient demands towards needs other than 
mammary growth and milk production.

Consult with your United Cooperative feed specialist on your unique ways of improving the efficiency of your dairy.

Some ideas to consider:
• Low energy, negative DCAD, and high metabolizable protein dry cow diets;
• Precision feeding energy and protein with mid & late lactation groups;
• Decreasing the proportion of 1st lactation animals in the herd;
• Accurate, efficient, and thorough fresh cow evaluations focusing on attitude & appetite scores;
• 1st lactation cows fresh at 80+% of mature weight;
• 100% of cows bred by no later than 80 DIM;
• 80+% of cows pregnant by 150 DIM;
• ~ 365 day calving interval;
• Feed Efficiency > 1.5 for a one-group diet;
• Feeding highly digestible feed sources: more pounds of metabolizable nutrients/pound of crude nutrient fed.


